
Van Operator's Checklist
Vehicle Registration 

Number
Mileage

Outside the Van
Checks Pass or Defective

1a. Is there a minimum tread depth of 1.6mm?

1b. Are tyre pressures correct?

1c. Check for cuts and exposed cords.

1d. Check that wheel-nuts are all present and tightened securely.

2a. Is the vehicle leaning? The suspension may be faulty or the vehicle 
overloaded.

2b. Is your load within the Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) permitted for your vehicle 
type?

2c. Check the payload is correctly distributed within the vehicle, and secured.

2d. Do your van’s door lock securely?

3a. Is bodywork in good order, e.g. no sharp edges or loose panels?

3b. Do doors close securely and without hindrance?

4a. Check that the tow-bar is secure, any trailer is safely attached and all electrical 
connections are in good working order.

4b. Is the tail-lift secure, in good working order, with all electrical connections 
working correctly?

5a. With the engine off, check the exhaust is secure and in the correct position.

5b. With the engine on, are there excessive exhaust fumes or smoke?

6a. Are number plates at front and rear clean and easy to read?

7a. Is the battery held securely in place?

7b. Are there any obvious signs of leaks?

8a. Check for levels on brake fluid, screen-wash, oil, water, engine coolant and 
power-steering fluid.

8b. Ensure the fuel cap is securely closed.

8c. Check under the van for puddles that could indicate a fluid or fuel leak, with 
the engine on and off. Trace potential leaks to their source.

Notes

Signature

Date

1. Tyres and Wheels

2. Load

3. Bodywork / doors

4. Tow-bars and 
Tail-lifts

5. Exhaust

6. Number Plates

7. Battery

8. Fluids, fuel, oil

This checklist is intended to be used as part of, rather than a substitute for, a regular programme of maintenance, servicing and repair of your company’s vehicle.



Van Operator's Checklist
Vehicle Registration 

Number
Mileage

Inside the Van
Checks Pass or Defective

1a. Check that foot brake works correctly, without excessive travel.

1b. Check the hand brake or parking brake works correctly, without excessive 
travel.

2a. Are the external lights and indicators working?

2b. Are light lenses undamaged, clean and the correct colour?

2c. Do brake lights come on and go off when the brake pedal is pressed and 
released?

2d. Are marker lights present and working?

2e. Check dashboard warning lights are working, especially lights for Automated 
Braking System (ABS), Electronic Positioning System (EPS), Airbags, Full Beam 
indicator light and parking brake warning light.

3a. Are the driver controls, driver seat and seatbelt correctly adjusted for 
optimum safety, comfort and accessibility?

3b. Is there a hi-visibility vest or jacket accessible for the driver?

3c. Check the cab for cleanliness and for unsecured objects that could be a hazard.

3d. Are insurance, tax or other vehicle related documentation present and 
correct?

4a. Are seats secure?

4b. Check for damage or wear to seatbelts, and that they operate correctly.

5a. Check for excessive play in the steering system.

5b. Is the driver’s horn easily accessible and working?

6a. Are all mirrors secured and aligned for the best viewing position?

6b. Is the driver’s view in any direction obscured by damaged or discoloured glass, 
stickers or other obstructions?

7a. Is washer fluid topped up?

7b. Check for wear to wiper blades.

7c. Do washers point at the windscreen and are they working properly?

7d. Check that wipers are operational and move correctly at the different speed 
settings.

7e. Check that internal windscreen demister is working.

Notes

Signature

Date

1. Brakes

2. Lights

3. For the driver

4. Seats and seatbelts

5. Steering and horn

6. Mirror and Glass

7. Wipers, washers 
and demister

This checklist is intended to be used as part of, rather than a substitute for, a regular programme of maintenance, servicing and repair of your company’s vehicle.


